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LEADERSHIP MEETING IN MIAMI:
What’s Next for NAHAD?

in this issue
1 	Board Meets in Miami
to Discuss NAHD’s Future

BY M OL LY A LTO N MU LL IN S , N A H A D E XE C U T IV E VIC E PR E SIDE NT

I

N N O V E M B E R , NAHAD’s Board
of Directors met for the first time since
September 2019 for our fall meeting.
Normally held at the location of next year’s
Annual Convention, this meeting provides an
opportunity for association leadership to get
together to strategize and plan the association’s
future efforts and initiatives. We discuss the
current business climate, industry challenges,
growth opportunities, where NAHAD fits into all
this, and how we can offer increased value. And
quite frankly, we all have a great time together
through a shared love of NAHAD and of this
remarkable industry.
This year’s meeting — held at the Fontainebleau
Miami Beach — did not disappoint. Every single
board member attended, which is the first time
I recall this happening since I’ve been a part
of NAHAD. We spent three days in strategic
planning discussions and board meetings with
lots of deliverables occurring. In the coming
months, we will develop NAHAD’s 2022–2023
Action Plan, which will outline the association’s
major initiatives for the next two years. A
lot of time was spent on the value NAHAD
provides 365 days a year, not just at the Annual
Convention. Our discussions placed an emphasis
on the expansion of hose safety and this message
reaching the end-user community. Leadership
debated relevant content needs, including new
training courses, possible podcasts, and other
resources on business best practices.
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The board also addressed NAHAD’s
inclusiveness as an organization. We will be
reviewing the association’s membership criteria
to ensure it reflects the NAHAD of today, as
well as updating the bylaws to allow for all
NAHAD members to serve in leadership posts
(not just distributors). Lastly, we will be unveiling
a completely new committee structure that
accomplishes four major elements: 1) engages
the membership; 2) creates value; 3) offers
opportunities to develop future leaders; and
4) addresses specific industry needs. Special
thanks to NAHAD President Jeff Scheininger
for spearheading this effort and designing
a structure reflective and responsive to an
evolving organization.
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In addition to the good work accomplished in
Miami, the board also experienced an incredible
property that will be NAHAD’s home for the
2022 Annual Convention. The Fontainebleau is
exceptional and will offer attendees exactly what
they expect from a NAHAD Convention location:
outstanding service, beautiful venues, and
impactful business connections.
Be sure to mark your calendars for May 14–18,
2022, when you’ll learn all about NAHAD’s
future efforts while connecting with your friends
and colleagues in a simply stunning location.
See you there.

Don’t miss taking advantage of
NAHAD’s exceptional member benefits.
Visit NAHAD.org and click the EZRenew
button to pay your dues.
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER

Officer Listing

Dear NAHAD Members

OFFICERS
Jeffrey Scheininger, President
Jason Westad, First Vice President
David Heckler, Second Vice President
Sam Petillo, Immediate Past President
Molly Alton Mullins, Executive Vice President

ONE OF THE BEST THINGS ABOUT BEING NAHAD
P R E S I D E N T is that you get to speak with NAHAD members all over

DIRECTORS

If only… I could get the inventory I need, the employees I need, a reliable lead time, the trucks to pick up AND
deliver, oh — and by the way — did I mention the inventory shortages? I did, right? The supply chain is so
broken; products that took three days now take three months. Products that took a month… forget about it!
Six months and more? I have a toss-off line: “Supply chain disruptions have led to exciting days and sleepless
nights.” But it’s worse than that. It has increased all our work loads. I recently received a request for a simple
crimped industrial assembly that I did not stock the components for. Four items: hose, a C, an E, and crimp
collars. Five phone calls later I could build the hose with components from four of the five vendors. I warned
the customer that if he delayed issuing the purchase order he risked not getting the assembly. He did delay
(two days) and now he’ll have to wait till January. January?! I recently placed an order for ten items, and they
came in on seven shipments. That’s seven packing slips, seven UPS charges, seven times that one order had
to be checked in, and seven invoices that had to be processed. This is a drag, and it is why we are not having
the fun we ought to be having.

Mark Balcom
Jim Daniels
Dion Gunderson
Christopher Hart
Brent J. Lilly
Mike Mortensen
Brian Pellegrin
Chris Schadewald
Roy Torres
Susanna Vandenberg

PA S T P R E S I D E N T S
Harry O. Hooper
Edward B. Fabacher, Jr.
George W. Carver
Allan H. Beverly
Robert A. Lyons, Sr.
Michael P. Summers
Richard D. Hall
Howard E. Neff
James W. Mitchell
Michael C. Lentz
Curtis W. Sprague
G. Alan Talbot
Thomas Slater
H. Lee Helfer
Chuck Connors
Joseph J. Mika
John Mork
Michael C. Armbruster
Thomas von Hillebrandt
Daniel D. Ahuero
Mark E. Forget
Joe Lark
Jack Kacsur
Robert A. Lyons, Jr.
Alex McGill
Timothy J. O’Shaughnessy
Donald Fritzinger
Terry Weiner
Mark Fournier
James J. Reilly
Skip Bruce
Scott Moss
Karen Brandvold
Sam Petillo

the country. Whenever I do, I hear the same refrain almost everywhere:
This ought to be more fun. Demand has skyrocketed. Customers are a
willing to pay more for our goods and services. If only…

Since a lot of this disruption is a function of various issues in China — some Covid-19-related, some
not — I thought it would be a good idea to get a speaker for our next convention who could speak to the
conditions in China and the long-term effects NAHAD members could face as a result of the sea change
in Chinese trade policy. NAHAD’s Director of Conferences Jessica Hauser Forte warned me the speaker
I wanted would cost more money than we had intended, but she would work on it. She did and was
successful in getting the speaker at a reduced rate for next year’s Convention. I am thinking of having
Jess negotiate with my flange and hose vendors next!
At the time of writing this, I am about to host NAHAD’s Fall Board of Directors Meeting at our 2022
Annual Convention location: the Fontainebleau in Miami Beach. I am pleased to report every single
board member can attend, and we have a weekend packed with planning and strategy to help move
the association forward, as well as develop NAHAD’s 2022 Action Plan.
One such initiative we will be discussing in detail is NAHAD’s Committee on Committees. This fall I
assembled a very talented group of NAHAD members to assess our committee structure to help determine
the best usage of volunteer talent. The Committee
on Committees has been working hard to evaluate
“Nobody told me there’d be
committee activities, structure, participation, and
charges. They are making good progress and will
days like these, strange
have recommendations for the board to consider
at the meeting in Miami. We hope to advance the
days indeed.”
committee structure to better serve our members
and benefit our industry. Special thanks to
— John Lennon
everyone who has contributed.
While I do not know what lies ahead, I do know this industry is comprised of remarkable people who
are resilient, smart, capable, and work hard to deliver for their customers. I hope some of the pressure
we all feel eases as we move into 2022.
I want to wish you and yours a very happy holiday season and a healthy and prosperous New Year.
Sincerely,

N A H A D N E W S S TA F F
Jason Vaughan, Editor
Studio Red Design, Graphic Design

Jeffrey Scheininger
PR ESIDEN T, F L E X L IN E
N A H A D 2021 PR ESIDEN T
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Exciting Speakers, New Format for
2022’s University of Innovative Distribution

I

N 1 9 9 1 , NAHAD and four other
wholesale-distributor trade associations
formed the Association Education Alliance
(AEA) to develop relevant, quality educational
programs and strengthen collaboration
in the distribution industry. AEA’s flagship
event is the annual University of Innovative
Distribution (UID), held in cooperation with
Purdue University’s Department of Technology
Leadership and Innovation. After a virtual
program in 2021, AEA members are delighted
to gather in-person in Indianapolis, Indiana on
March 21–24 for this four-day development
conference focused on the unique needs of
the wholesale distribution industry.
The 2022 theme is “Distribute Innovation:
Influence, Implement, and Integrate.” Six
course tracks, built around fifty 3½-hour
workshops, will cover sales, distribution
strategy, operations, marketing, management,
and leadership and professional development.
In the spirit of innovation, AEA has revamped
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the program to bring more value to
participants. Six speakers new to UID will
present, providing a fresh spin on new topics,
and networking opportunities have been added
to further collaboration and connection.
“We are continually looking for ways to
enhance this already robust educational
experience,” said AEA Executive Director
Joanna Truitt. Truitt, who also serves as
NAHAD’s director of training, revamped the
last day of UID by offering participants two
90-minute sessions with a choice of four
dynamic topical presentations.
Also new for UID2022 is a closing keynote
presented by business growth expert Jeff
Havens. Havens spoke at NAHAD’s 2021
Annual Convention, garnering rave reviews
from members present in Scottsdale,
Arizona. UID organizers are confident
participants will leave Haven’s keynote
refreshed and more confident.

UID Closing Keynote Speaker Jeff Havens

“Jeff Haven’s keynote is emblematic of
the changes we want to bring to the UID
program,” Truitt said. “The energy and
charisma he brings reflects the main
purpose of the university: providing engaging
education for the next generation of leaders in
the distribution industry.”
An early bird registration rate for the
University of Innovative Distribution is
available until January 2, 2022. Visit www.
univid.org to learn more about the schedule,
instructors, and continuing education credits
available as well as to register for this
valuable education program.
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NAHAD Academy’s Latest Offering Provides Added
Value to Houston-Based Member Company

O

V E R T H E S U M M E R , NAHAD Academy launched its new
course on ducting. The course covers the proper selection
of materials for suitability and outlines best practices in
fabrication and testing. It examines in detail the uses for ducting,
duct construction and application, fabrication considerations, testing
procedures, and installation and handling.

Houston-based Masterduct was the first company to have employees
certified under the new ducting course. The manufacturer of technical
and industrial houses has been a NAHAD member since 2018.
Masterduct’s product range includes of hose products for numerous
industrial applications, particularly those in high-heat, abrasive
materials conveyance, dust collection, anti-static, vehicular exhaust
source-capture, and chemical fumes environments. The certification
helps position Masterduct as a subject matter expert to its customers.
“The ducting certification gives us more credibility when speaking to
our customers, many of whom are NAHAD members,” said Masterduct

Director of Sales Ross Blanford. “Anything we can do to add to our
knowledgebase in return adds value to our distributor and end-user
relationships. It’s a worthwhile investment of our time.”
In addition to the ducting course, Blanford has found NAHAD Academy’s
additional education offerings extremely advantageous, especially its
wide array of courses on general business operations ranging from
sales and marketing to workplace safety.
“NAHAD Academy is a comprehensive training database,” he said. “It’s
absolutely easy to use and the interface and course catalog are easy
to navigate.”
NAHAD Academy is designed to ensure all member companies,
regardless of size or budget, have access to affordable, quality, and
relevant industry education content. In addition to the new ducting
course, the academy recently rolled out a new five-module series on
the Elements of Hose Distribution. The series is designed for onboarding
employees new to the industry and distribution-oriented environments.
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In-Person Hose Safety Institute
Training Returns in June 2022
On June 27–28, 2022, NAHAD’s Hose Safety Institute (HSI)
will hold its regional training program in Chicago. The program,
designed for fabrication and sales personnel, promotes an
understanding of HSI guidelines and best practices in hose design,
manufacturing, and fabrication.
The two-day program combines classroom learning with handson experiences at three locations: Abbott Rubber, Kuriyama, and
Uniflex (with a product demonstration by Ultra Clean Technologies).
Activities at each site will showcase and demonstrate how HSI
guidelines are used in practice.

WHERE IDEAS
BECOME SOLUTIONS
FLEXAUST.COM
Flexaust knows flexible hose and ducting.
Our expertise can transform your ideas into solutions.
Simply go to flexaust.com.
You’ll find valuable information, ranging from
technical data and industry driven blogs to our
Market Applications page with over 100 links to help
turn your thinking into reality.

Participants are eligible for 12 hours of continuing education credits
toward HSI Handbook or Fabrication recertification. Registration for
HSI Regional Training will open in spring 2022.

Learn more at

nahad.org/regional_training
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MEMBER CONNECTIONS
Alaska
Rubber
Group is
pleased to announce the acquisition of Portland,
Oregon-based Pacific Hose & Fittings Inc. The
new addition expands ARG to twelve locations
across the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. This
expansion into Oregon, along with their new B2B
e-commerce site (www.alaskarubbergroup.
com), further extends the company’s ability to
service customers across a wide geography.
“Pacific Hose & Fittings is a perfect fit for ARG,”
said ARG CEO Mike Mortensen CEO. “We see a
ton of opportunity in Oregon and look forward to
utilizing the group’s synergies and size to grow
ARG’s presence in that market.”

Balflex USA officially
expanded its footprint to
include Mexico and Central America. Balflex USA
did this due to the extreme growth and strong
demand for its products in Mexico and Central
America and to better serve its existing
customers. Balflex USA has added another
member to our team who is responsible for these
territories: Eduardo Macouzet. Eduardo is native
to Mexico and comes to Balflex USA with much
industry experience. He has already hit the ground
running and is already fully embedded in his
territory. Balflex USA looks forward to continue to
provide the best service and quality products with
many more years of growth in these areas.

Davlyn Group has
announced that Patricia
Rauch has joined the company as chief financial
officer. Her experience spans multiple industries
including manufacturing, distribution, and retail.
She was most recently with Corporate Interiors,
Inc. where she was CFO. Prior to this, Patricia
held various financial and operational leadership
positions at midsized to large companies. She
holds a BBA in accounting and an MBA, both
from Pace University. To learn more, visit
www.davlyngroup.com.
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Dixon would like to
congratulate Bill Harr on
his retirement. He has
been with Dixon for the past ten years as the
global marketing director and then the director
of business development. Bill has been
instrumental in expanding Dixon’s presence in
the energy markets with Boss LPS, crimped
steam, and other new products designed for
LNG and CNG applications. He played a critical
role in the new product development process
and the evolution of Dixon’s Innovation Center.
Bill has spent the last 40
years in the hose industry
with NAHAD member
companies in both
manufacturer and distributor
capacities. Join us in wishing
him a happy retirement.

Flexaust would like to
wish Southwest
Regional Manager Ron Barry and West Coast
and Northwest Regional Manager Jim Trimble
very happy retirements. Both Ron and Jim were
integral in growing sales and great relationships
throughout their tenures.

Hose Master
has expanded its Inside Sales and Sales
Engineering teams to better serve customer
demands. These extra resources enable Hose
Master to respond even more quickly to
customer calls and engineering design
requests. Please join us in welcoming: Jim
Pekar, Maria Castillo, Glenn Cotton, and
Edgardo Rivera to Inside Sales and Ryan Watts
to Sales Engineering.
In addition, Hose Master has created a new
expansion joint catalog, which highlights preengineered products. Now, by following three
easy steps, a standard engineered expansion joint
can be quoted and purchased within minutes.

Kuriyama is pleased to
announce the addition of the
following new products to
their product line to provide
more “Kuriyama Value” to their valued
distributors. For more information on these and
other Kuriyama products, call (847) 755-0360
or visit their web site at www.kuriyama.com.
•

Alfagomma® Conqueror™ Concrete Hose
System by Kuriyama: This 16-page catalog
features the new Alfagomma Series T74SAA
Conqueror Concrete hose, a 1275 PSI,
construction duty, textile reinforced concrete
pumping hose. It also includes Alfagomma’s
T740AA wire reinforced concrete hose along
with the Conqueror CHC-CA Series onepiece concrete hose couplings.

•

KuriCrimp™ Hose Assembly Equipment
and Accessories product line features not
only crimpers, but a variety of stand-alone
and countertop hose saws, hose pushers,
skivers, multicenters and racks. Also offered
are a variety of other hose and metal
tube processing equipment, such as hose
pressure test benches, metal tube benders,
filtering carts, hose coilers, and much more,
which are available upon request.

•

Kuri Tec® Tundra-Air® air hose assembly
promotion features Kuriyama as a proud official

Flexaust’s new Southwest Regional Sales
Manager Jennifer Ford is excited to join the
Flexaust team and brings with her great sales
and relationship building experience. Jennifer
mentioned: “I believe the people and the culture
are a great fit for me not only on the Flexaust
team but Flexaust’s customers as well.”
Flexaust’s New Northwest Regional Manager
Allen Thomas comes with industry knowledge
in both distribution and manufacturing mostly in
hydraulics and industrial hose. He will now round
out his hose career with flexible hose and ducting.
“I’m very much looking forward to returning to
the industry with a stable and progressive leading
company like Flexaust,” Allen said.
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sponsor of the 2022 USA National Bobsled and
Skeleton Teams. Tundra Air hose assemblies
are available individually, or as part of a 5-piece
counter display, or as a 10-piece floor display.

Among the equipment for
hydraulic hose and tubing
processing, O+P is pleased
to introduce the test bench
series BC/W, which are
available at 800 bar/11,600 PSI and 1200
bar/17,400 PSI. These benches have been
properly designed for testing palletized hose
coils with oil/ solvent or water. They are
provided with a big and sturdy lighted chamber,
oil-protecting mesh, shock-proof testing
window with automatic opening-closing,
control board, and a safety luminous signal.
The liquid filling and emptying operation is
adjusted by a setting within the control board.
The equipment is automatically controlled by a
PLC with touch-screen display (which can be
PC or LAN connected). Discover more on
www.opusainc.com!

Cast, machined, and
assembled in the United
States, PT’s LONG B
COUPLERS, also known simply as “Long B,”
are made from aviation-grade A-356 aluminum
material and are further strengthened to T-6
hardness to ensure lightweight durability. The
Long B is the solution for engaging cam arms
in tight areas, such as tanks, flanges, and
pump housings due to the additional height
allowing for full cam-locking clearance. They
are available in 2-, 3-, and 4-inch, with a
machined port option for adding sampling
valves or pressure gauges.
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Congratulations Exam Passers!
The following employees of Hose Safety Institute member companies have
passed exams during the period August 21 through November 17, 2021.

Exams
Composite Hose Fabrication

Hydraulic Hose Handbook

Composite Hose Handbook

Industrial Hose Fabrication

Corrugated Metal Hose Fabrication

Industrial Hose Handbook

Corrugated Metal Hose Handbook

Fluoropolymer Hose Fabrication

Hydraulic Hose Fabrication

Fluoropolymer Hose Handbook

Cris Acosta

Jaco Fourie

Western Hose & Gasket Co./Div. of Westflex Inc.

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

Alex Algie

Kenton Gibbs

Millennium Coupling Company Pty Ltd

HoseCo Australia Pty Ltd

Corey Anderson

Brandon Grant

Rubber & Accessories, Inc.

Hose Supplies New Zealand Ltd

Ed Ball

Josh Hairgrove

TIPCO Technologies, Inc.

Alaska Rubber Group

Chris Bogath

Gavin Halse

Alaska Rubber Group - Pacific Rubber

Hose Supplies New Zealand Ltd

Duane Botha

Brett Harrell

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

Royal Brass and Hose

John Braun

Beau Hayes

TIPCO Technologies, Inc.

Westflex Inc.

James Browne-Kerr

James Henderson

Hose Supplies Pacific PTY

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Colby Butler

Morgan Jennings

Royal Brass and Hose

Royal Brass and Hose

Tyler Carroll

David Jones

Alaska Rubber and Rigging

Gopher Industrial, Inc.

John Chesser

Ray Jones

Hart Industries, Inc.

ARG

Jason Dalley

Scott Jones

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Douglas Exner

Garrett King

Dixon Valve & Coupling

TIPCO Technologies, Inc.
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Ed Krug

Phil Robinson

TIPCO Technologies, Inc.

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Michael Krupski

Gary Rooney

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Omni Services

Bob Lackey

Jeff Schultz

Royal Brass and Hose

Dixon Valve & Coupling

John Lanning

Kieran Shepherd

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Andries Willem Lategan

Lewis Shepherd

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Mpho Patrick Selllo Maropa

Brian Swayze

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Jerry Mccalla

Rob Thorn

Alaska Rubber Group - Pacific Rubber

Triad Technologies, LLC

Michael McKenna

Teboho Tsoaeli

Hose Supplies Pacific PTY

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

Brian McKinney

Maurice Turbide

Omni Services

Omni Services

Joseph Merchant

John Turner

HoseCo Australia Pty Ltd

TIPCO Technologies, Inc.

Tyler Mitchell

Adam Tveit

ARG

Inland

Kevin Nelson

Marcel Venter

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

Alan Niesen

Javier Villamizar

Geib Industries, Inc.

Amazon Hose & Rubber Company

Joleen Nush

Blair Williams

Inland

Hose Supplies New Zealand Ltd

Lukas Oakes

Rob Williams

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Alliance Hose & Rubber

Tyler Pack

Simon Woodford

TIPCO Technologies, Inc.

Dixon Valve & Coupling

Kevin Pretorius

Jacob Wright

Jachris Hose & Couplings (Pty) Ltd

HoseCo Australia Pty Ltd

Highlight Your
Company with
NAHAD
NAHAD member companies are invited
to submit brief news items for inclusion
in the “Member Connections” section of
NAHAD News and on NAHAD’s website.
• Please write your articles in complete
sentences and limit them to 60 words,
including pertinent phone numbers,
URLs, etc.
• Please include a four-color logo of your
company along with any product images.
• News items should focus on new
or additional personnel changes,
appointments or promotions, facility
expansion, new products lines or
advertising/promotion plans.
• Articles should be written in the third
person (use “they” instead of “we”).
• Exclude sales features claims and
direct or indirect comparisons with
competitors’ products.
• All articles should be sent to the
attention of Jason Vaughan at
marketing@nahad.org.
Newsletter
Issue
Mar. 2022
June 2022
Sept. 2022
Dec. 2022

Material Due
to NAHAD
Feb. 4, 2022
May 16, 2022
Aug. 8, 2022
Nov. 4, 2022

Estimated
Mail Date
Mar. 11, 2022
June 10, 2022
Sept. 9, 2022
Dec. 9, 2022

All articles will be published on a spaceavailable basis. NAHAD assumes no liability for
incorrect or deleted information but will publish
corrections upon request. NAHAD has the right to
change publication dates as necessary.

N OT E :

Jill Robertson
Royal Brass and Hose

Lance Robinson
Hose Supplies Pacific PTY Ltd
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